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We are accustomed to looking at the car industry from the viewpoint of big
corporations and large car-assembly plants. We will now show you a different picture taken
from a different angle: a filiere producing engines; every kind of engine, we mean
endothermic engines. Furthermore, we will also show that this filiere is strongly rooted in the
territory and that the same territory hosts three different famous racing car brands (namely,
Ferrari, Lamborghini, Maserati) and the same territory chosen to revive the Bugatti marque
and to start-up a new car factory producing luxury cars, as is the case with Qvale, an investor
and a manufacturer from USA.

How did it happen that such a narrow strip of land - roughly 22.123 km2 - has become
the cradle of so many different businesses in some way related to the car industry? What does
it imply for the future of the territory and how is the filiere is changing as a result of the
globalisation process?

This paper is an inquiry into these issues.

                                                
1  Web Sites research by Ivich Sondermeijer
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THE PRODUCTIVE REGIONAL STRUCTURE

The Emilia-Romagna region is renowned for being characterised by the significant
presence of specialised small and medium enterprises, mainly manufacturing and, generally
speaking, organised in the form of cluster2 and industrial district3.

The productive system of the Emilia-Romagna region indeed results to be particularly
fragmented, as well as characterised by the strong prevalence of traditional industrial and
manufacturing activities. Indeed, there is important manufacturing in the hi-tech sphere
although productive activities belonging to mature sectors tend to be prevalent. This
productive system has mainly developed through processes endogenous to the territory and
has generated significant levels of development and innovation thanks to the presence of a
socio-economic structure in which there has been a positive co-existence between high rates
of collaboration between companies, strong elements of competition and virtuous links with
the world of local authorities, the association representing business and the labour force. The
regional territory's capacity to generate wealth and innovation cannot be understood without
considering the value of this articulate and at times super-abundantly interwoven fabric.

Traditionally, the following 13 industrial districts are considered to be significant for
the regional economy:

1. Packaging machines -Bologna
2. Motor cycles - Bologna
3. Upholstered furniture - Forlì
4. Footwear manufacturing - S. Mauro Pascoli
5. Wood processing machinery  - Carpi
6. Textiles-clothing - Carpi
7. Biomedical - Mirandola
8. Farm machinery - Modena, Reggio Emilia

                                                
2 For a definition of the concept of  'cluster'  Michael E. Porter writes: «A cluster is a geographically

proximate group of interconnected companies and associated institutions in particular field, linked by
commonalties and complementarities. The geographic scope of a cluster can range from a single city or state to a
country or even a network of neighbouring countries. Clusters take varying forms depending on their depth and
sophistication, but most include end-product or service companies; suppliers of specialised inputs; components,
machinery, and services; financial institutions; and firms in related industries. Clusters also often include firms
in downstream industries (that is, channels or customers); producers of complementary products; specialised
infrastructure providers; government and other institutions providing specialised training, education,
information, research, and technical support (such as universities, think tanks, vocational training providers); and
standards-setting agencies. Government agencies that significantly influence a cluster can be considered part of
it. Finally, many clusters include trade associations and other collective private sector bodies that support cluster
members». Michael E. Porter,  On competition, Harvard Business Review Book Series, Boston 1998

3 By industrial district we mean those territorially concentrated productive systems made up of
sectorally homogeneous small and medium enterprises, specialised in single phases of the productive process
and inter-related by a dense network of horizontal, vertical and diagonal relations. The local productive system,
on the other hand, according to the meaning attached to it by Brusco in 1989, is a set of companies concentrated
in a circumscribed territory which directly or indirectly produce for the same end-market. The definition of a
local productive system is decidedly broader than that of the district: a local productive system can contain, or
not contain, characteristics of a district kind, such as the diffuse presence of small enterprises establishing
between one another relations characterised by a close-knit network of competition and cooperation. For a
deeper analysis, refer to: S. Brusco, Piccole imprese e distretti industriali, Rosenberg & Sellier, Torino 1989
and, amongst others, G. Becattini, (a cura di), Mercato e forze locali: il distretto industriale, Il Mulino, Bologna
1987; F. Cossentino, F. Pyke, W. Sengenberger, Le risposte locali e regionali alla pressione globale: il caso
dell’Italia e dei suoi distretti industriali, Società editrice il Mulino, Bologna 1997.
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9. Ceramics - Sassuolo, Castellarano
10. Machine tools - Piacenza
11. Food machinery - Parma
12. Footwear - Fusignano
13. Wood processing machinery - Rimini

The map reproduced in Figure 1 pinpoints the position as well as their geographic
scope

Figure 1. – The industrial districts in Emilia-Romagna4

1 Bologna (packaging machinery)
2 Bologna (motor cycles)
3 Forlì (upholstered furniture)
4 S. Mauro Pascoli (footwear)
5 Carpi (wood processing machinery)
6 Carpi (textiles-clothing)
7 Mirandola (biomedical)
8 Modena, Reggio Emilia (farm machinery)
9 Sassuolo, Castellarano (ceramics)
10 Piacenza (machine tools)
11 Parma (food machinery)
12 Fusignano (footwear)
13 Rimini (wood processing machinery)
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Through the model of the industrial districts the regional structure has been able to
generate the capacity to produce goods having a high qualitative content, appreciated at
national as well as international level, so much so that the regional economy's dependency
upon its international trade is very high; the value of the regional exports indeed amounts to
more than one third of the regional GDP (34.4%, while in Italy it is 25.7%)5.

Other research works have more recently analysed the articulation of the regional
industrial districts from the standpoint of productive filière, in order to better understand, on

                                                
4 Taken from: F. Brioschi, G. Cainelli, Legami proprietari, strutture di gruppo e distretti industriali:

alcune note introduttive, in press.
5 Emilia-Romagna Region, Assessorato alle attività produttive, Crescita, qualità e innovazione delle

imprese e del lavoro in Emilia-Romagna, Three-year plan for the development of productive activities 1999-
2001.
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the one hand, the role of the connected sectors and the technology producers, and on the
other, the productive complementarities both upstream and downstream, and the role of the
services.

This reconstruction allows us to better grasp some important aspects concerning, on
the one hand, the elements linked to the dynamics of intersectorial development, and on the
other the issues related to the reproductive processes of the competencies. The competitive
development of the industry of Emilia-Romagna is indeed largely based upon the spontaneous
phenomenon of the productive clusters, that is on the powerful development of some leading
sectors, often locally concentrated in industrial districts and in various industrial and tertiary
sectors horizontally connected, or above all vertically connected along the productive and
technological filière.

The main regional  clusters refer to the following filières:

Ø agro-industrial products;
Ø ceramics and building materials;
Ø motor manufacturing;
Ø textiles-clothing;
Ø furniture and furnishings.

Around these main specialisations the metalworking filière has then become
consolidated, also branching out towards different utilisations compared with the more
traditional sectors in the region (diagnostics, railway signalling, military, etc.).

The structure of the different clusters linked to these sectors can be quickly illustrated
from the following chart, which is definitely not complete with the many lesser known
sectoral items, but contribute to reinforcing its complexity and competitiveness.

These 5 clusters of industrial sectors, with the various branches that can be singled out
from the statistical data, represent about 90% of regional exports.

The next chapter, utilising the conceptual chart for the analysis of the filière, aims to
“map out” all the manufacturing activities of the region connected with the concept of the
endothermic engine, through a complete analysis of the break-down of the regional motor
manufacturing filière. The first result will be the description of the filière from the point of
view of the size of the company and the employment impact; a second level of analysis will
put forward a complete, albeit still quantitative assessment of the technological and
organisational complexities characterising the businesses belonging to the filière in question.
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Figure 2 - The main industrial clusters in Emilia-Romagna6
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THE REGIONAL MOTOR-MANUFACTURING FILIERE7

The socio-economic situation of the Emilia-Romagna region has, with the deep
changes which have taken place over the years, strongly characterised by the presence of
prestigious companies in the motor car industry, which have not only affected local
development but have also marked their presence in all the international markets.

                                                
6 Confindustria Emilia Romagna, Gli ostacoli locali allo sviluppo e alla competitività. La geografia dei

problemi locali in Emilia Romagna, documento di ricerca.
7 This chapter is drawn from: A. Bardi, S. Raffa (edited by), Mappatura del settore motoristico

“allargato” in Emilia Romagna, Research performed by the Institute for Labour Foundation on behalf of Ducati
Motor S.p.A., Bologna 2000.
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Amongst these we should mention Ferrari and Lamborghini for the  Gran Turismo
cars, Ducati for the motorcycles, VM for the automotive diesel engines, Lombardini for
industrial engines, New Holland (Fiat Group) for tractors.

A recent study performed by the Institute for Labour Foundation aimed to map out the
whole productive filière of regional motor engineering.

The analysis, starting from the element called the  "endothermic engine" and its more
direct and closer applications, has reconstructed the weight in terms of employment and
wealth produced by the filière as a whole, overcoming in such a way a limit of most of the
available statistical elaborations which generally use sectoral membership as a criterion for
business classification. This criterion is flawed in that, on the one hand, it includes in the
sample of motor manufacturers those companies that do not have an experience of production
in the sector, and, on the other, it includes in the generic and indistinct category of firms
dedicated to the manufacture of metal structures and structural parts (code ISTAT 28.11), the
metal fusion (code ISTAT 27.5) and general mechanical finishing for third parties (code
ISTAT 28.52), just to mention a few, important companies specialised in the manufacture of
components and in the finishing of products having a high technological content specifically
for the motor engineering sector.

At first the following sectors of application and compartments have been singled out
as being sectors connected to the concept of the endothermic engine:

Ø Combustion engines and diesel engines for automotive uses (2  and 4 wheelers)
Ø Combustion and diesel engines for industrial and agricultural purposes
Ø Motor-bikes, motorscooters, motorcycles, go-karts
Ø Motor cars
Ø Buses
Ø Chassis builders for industrial vehicles
Ø Tractors on wheels and belts
Ø Semi-mobile agricultural machinery or ground-driven (motor-harvesters, motor-

ploughs,..)
Ø Motorised pumps and power generators

Among these are included both the tendering companies and the partner and sub-
contracting firms. These manufacture:

Ø finished branded products (such as Ducati Motor, Bimota, VM, Lombardini,
Minarelli, Malaguti, Ferrari)

Ø complete units (such as Marzocchi, Verlicchi, Comex, Far, RCM)
Ø components
Ø accessories
Ø spare parts
Ø design particulars
Ø mechanical finishing
Ø treatments and finishings
Ø assembly and wiring/cabling
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Starting with an initial sample of over  8,000 companies we have come to select 600
companies, by successive approximations, which have turned out to belong to what we have
called "the larger-scale regional motor industry district", in other words, the regional motor
industry filière. These companies have then been reclassified according to new criteria linked
to the following categories:

Ø membership sectors
Ø manufacturing activity performed
Ø size of workers

The criterion regarding the activity performed also represents an attenpt to evaluate the
inter- and intra- organisational complexity, as well as the technical capacities of the "mapped"
companies.

COD 1. - Sectors of membership

MOT Combustion engines and diesel engines for automotive uses (2  and 4 wheelers)
MAR Combustion and diesel engines for industrial and agricultural purposes
MTC Motorbikes, motor-scooters, motorcycles, go-karts
AUT Motor cars
BUS Buses
CAR Chassis for industrial vehicle outfitting
TRA Tractors
AGR Semi-mobile agricultural machinery or ground-driven
MPG Motorised pumps and power generators

COD 2. - Productive activity performed

BAS Contracting companies (finished products with own brand)
GC Companies, with own technical skills, supplying complete units, components,

accessories, spare parts
PLA Companies supplying on contract custom-made items, mechanical workings,

treatments and finishing, assembly and wiring /cabling

COD 3. -Productive activity (detail of the activities GC and PLA)

GRU Complete units
COM Components
ACC Accessories
RIC Spare parts
PAR Customised parts made to order
LAV Mechanical workings made to order, treatments and finishings
ASS Assembly and wiring/cabling
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COD 4. - Size of workers

A 1 ÷ 9
B 10 ÷ 49
C 50 ÷ 99
D 100 ÷ 199
E 200 ÷ 499
F ≥ 500

Six hundred companies have resulted as belonging to the region's broad motor
manufacturing district, which as a whole employ 36,804 workers and generate a turnover of
about 7.8 billion EURO.

Figure 3. - Companies and workers by strand of worker and sector

MAR AGR AUT BUS CAR MOT MPG MTC TRA Total
A Companies 4 64 114 3 21 11 8 64 14 303

Workers 20 338 555 12 144 51 44 312 66 1,542
B Companies 4 30 56 2 17 6 6 64 5 190

Workers 109 832 1,422 60 486 140 138 1,547 137 4,871
C Companies 10 12 1 3 2 2 12 1 43

Workers 620 852 55 165 140 118 768 54 2,772
D Companies 1 4 9 2 2 1 8 1 28

Workers 115 487 1,260 269 309 168 1,063 111 3,782
E Companies 2 2 8 1 1 2 4 2 22

Workers 639 636 2.374 483 230 550 1.063 424 6,399
F Companies 1 1 2 1 2 3 4 14

Workers 1,110 539 2,107 613 1,438 3,796 7,835 17,438

Total
Companies

12 111 201 9 44 22 19 155 27 600

Total Workers 1,993 3,452 8,570 1,009 1,587 1,999 1,018 8,549 8,627 36,804

We can highlight, for each category of activity, the relative weight for companies,
workers and turnover on the total:

Companies Workers Turnover
BAS 24.00% 47.54% 62.79%
GC 51.83% 45.07% 33.70%
PLA 24.17% 7.39% 3.51%

The "leading edge" provinces of the motor trade filière (by number of companies,
workers, turnover) have resulted to be:

Ø Bologna, for the motor-cycle sector
Ø Modena, for the farm machines, tractors and cars
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Ø Reggio Emilia, for the agricultural machines and tractors

The "leading edge" sectors of the engine-building  filière (by number of companies,
workers, turnover) have resulted to be:

Ø Motorbikes, motorscooters, motorcycles, go-karts
Ø Motor cars
Ø Tractors
Ø Macchine agricole semoventi o guidate a terra

As concerns the average company size, the contracting companies (BAS) of the
broader motor engineering district obviously have a distinctly larger average size (121
workers/company) compared with the sub-contracting companies GC and PLA (42
workers/company).

The structural diversity between the companies belonging to the filière is
demonstrated by the fact that the top ten companies, in terms of turnover, in the broader motor
engineering district together employ over 12,000 workers, with an overall turnover of about
3,612 million Euro.

Figure 4 - The top 10 companies in the filière in terms of turnover

BUSINESS NAME PV COD1 COD2
WORKER

S

TURNOVER
(millions of

Lire)

TURNOVER
(millions of

Euro)
DIAVIA SPA BO AUT GC 1,100 431,000 222.59
DUCATI MOTOR
HOLDING

BO MTC BAS 800 570,000 294.38

MALAGUTI  S.P.A. BO MTC BAS 400 300,000 154.94
MOTORI MINARELLI
S.P.A.

BO MOT BAS 518 401,113 207.16

BERCO SPA FE TRA GC 2,200 800,000 413.17
VM MOTORI SPA FE MOT BAS 920 399,905 206.53
FERRARI SPA MO AUT BAS 1,007 992,146 512.40
NEW HOLLAND ITALIA
SPA

MO TRA BAS 3,475 2,199,027 1135.70

LANDINI SPA RE TRA BAS 1,080 619,369 319.88
LOMBARDINI -
FABBRICA
ITALIANA MOTORI SPA

RE MAR BAS 1,110 281,392 145.33

TOTAL 12,610 6,993,952 3612.07

In order to have a parameter capable of describing the relevance of the motor
engineering filière in the regional economy we have compared the "weight" of the companies
belonging to the broader motor engineering  district with the data regarding the sectors of
membership of the 600 companies, data drawn from the National Statistical Institute's 1996
census.
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The broader motor engineering district in Emilia-Romagna represents over 15% of all
the workers employed in the sectors involving the manufacture of rubber, plastic, metal
products and farm and industrial machinery, means of transport and other industries.

_

Figure 5_ – Employment share of the motor engineering filière compared
with the sectors of reference in the _

SECTORS WORKERS
Rubber and plastic goods 18,173
Metal Products 81,300
Farm and industrial machinery 99,859
Means of transport 17,737
Other industries 20,779
Total 237,848

Source: Istat, Intermediate Census of Industry and Services, 1996
_

FROM THE SMALL ENTERPRISE TO INDUSTRIAL GROUPINGS
_
The Italian manufacturing structure is, as is well-known, characterised by a high

number of autonomous and independent SMEs. One of the reasons why such a fragmented
structure has been able to make a name for itself in the world, even against international
giants equipped with far larger economic and financial resources, is the effective blending of
competition and co-operation, both vertical and horizontal, often informal, between
specialised companies located in the same territory, as well as a fruitful web of relations with
and between employers associations, trades unions, local authorities and development
agencies.

The local system of governance has thus represented a model capable of generating,
over the past years, contemporaneously:

1. low transition costs and limited co-ordination expenses;
2. strong fiduciary bonds between companies and institutions;
3. product and process flexibility;
4. collective innovative capacities;
5. low levels of conflict and high social cohesion.
6. a strong social mobility dues to the similarity of social extraction, frequent links

and prospects open to the circulation between the roles, which have contributed to
determining the well-known process of company budding/spin-offs. The scope of
this process has been vital in the creation and development of the districts and the
regional clusters;

These evolutionary drives, which have largely contributed to the creation and the
development of the industrial districts of Emilia-Romagna, are today subject to strong
pressures determined, from the point of view of the businesses, by the processes of market
integration, from the point of view of the institutions, by the re-definition of the system of
boundaries between government and governance, determined on the one hand by processes of
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devolution of powers towards the regional level and on the other by the greater powers
conferred to the supra-national levels.

The progressive processes of economic opening and market integration, changing the
size and the nature of the problems at play, have determined a profound redefinition of the
region's productive structure, a process which is indeed in full swing.

The importance that the national groups but especially the international and local
groups in the region are taking on today, unlike a few years ago, represents one effect of the
ongoing processes.

In general, by group of companies here we mean “a set of two or more juridically
autonomous companies, inter-related by bonds of ownership that allow for a single direction
or, at any rate, guarantee its co-ordination". In Italy, as is the case in most of the other
European states, the predominant model among groups of companies is the "hierarchical" one,
where a single economic actor (a single shareholder, a family, a group of shareholders, a
public authority) either directly or indirectly controls a set of companies. The decision-
making activity inside the group is organised, at times, in a largely hierarchical fashion, so
that the companies belonging to it can be considered as “a single economic entity under the
leadership of an ultimate controlling agent”. On other occasions, the considerable autonomy
recognised by the group leader to the controlled companies derives from the fact that the latter
have brands that are much appreciated by the end-client or management competencies
endowed with a highly specialised content.

A recent analysis conducted by Carone and Iacobucci8 has demonstrated the growing
spread of the phenomenon of groups among the smaller-sized companies in Italy.

Figure 6 – Distribution of the autonomous companies belonging to a group
in Italy by class size

Number of workers
Companies

20-49 50-99 100-249 250-499 Total

Group 19.7 46.9 74.6 92.5 33.7

Autonomous 80.3 53.1 25.4 7.5 66.3

As can be seen from the data reported in Figure 6, the importance of the phenomenon
increases as size increases and it acquires values of a great significance for the medium-sized
companies.

The spread of the groups changes significantly in relation to the geographical location
of the companies. Indeed, the data show that for each size class there is a greater spread of the
phenomenon in the regions of the North, followed by those of the Centre and then the South.

                                                
8 A. Carone and D. Iacobucci, I gruppi di piccole e medie imprese nell’industria italiana, from: Traù T.

(edited by), La questione “dimensionale” nell’industria italiana, Il Mulino, Bologna 1999.
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As concerns the Emilia-Romagna region, the market of the companies has shown over
the last few years a marked buoyancy in the buying and selling of businesses, in the mergers,
stock market flotations, acquisitions and/or stakeholdings in other companies.

The six-monthly survey performed by Nomisma on the aspects of company life,
regarding 1999, puts our region in second place in the league table of the number of
transactions undertaken, second only to Lombardy9. After a decrease in the number of
transactions in the mid-1990s, the regional company market displayed a gradual and
continuous growth, much in line with the trends in the national market. According to the
survey by Nomisma, from the  70 transactions recorded in 1997 there has been a shift to 134
in 1999, with a growth of 91.4 per cent. A further upswing is expected in 2000-200110.

Protagonists of these performances are above all the companies in the mechanical
sector, involved in as many as 41 transactions in 1999 (22 of which concerning the acquisition
of other companies). Even the transactions abroad have grown, as have those carried out by
foreign companies in our territory. Taking the sectors as a whole, in 1999 there were 19
acquisitions of majority or minority stakeholdings by companies of Emilia-Romagna abroad
(12 of which in the European markets and 7 in markets outside Europe). The reverse process,
and that is that of foreign companies acquiring majority or minority stakeholdings in local
companies, is even more marked, with 25 cases of acquisition, 14 of which effected by
European companies and 11 by companies from outside Europe11.

According to the report “Italia Multinazionale” (CNEL-R&P), in 1997 the regional
enterprises with stakes abroad were 99, equal to 12.6% of Italy, as opposed to 163 regional
enterprises with stakeholding held by foreign companies.

In spite of this disproportion, the Emilia-Romagna region is increasingly subject to
phenomena of internationalisation, above all in comparison with the other Italian regions.
Suffice it to say that between 1994 and 1998, in the region the percentages of investment
towards foreign countries and from foreign countries, compared with the national average,
have both virtually doubled.

The spread of the phenomenon of groups is equally high and mature, above all among
the large companies listed on the stock market. Less well-known is instead the fact that this
phenomenon also involves companies not listed and those of small-medium size, like the
overriding majority of the companies in Emilia.Romagna. Moreover, the geographic spread of
the regional industrial groups, in other words limited groups that spin-off from the bond
between Emilia-Romagna's SMEs, originally autonomous, tendentially manufacturing and
prevalently located inside the region's territorial area.

The important of the group phenomenon inside the regional economic structure is
proven by the data supplied coming from the analysis by Unioncamere, performed through
the partners' data base, which estimated up to the year 1998 the presence in the region of
15,112 companies with stakes in other companies; 15.6 per cent of these companies, equal to
2,363, have stakes over 50 per cent.

                                                
9 Cfr., Unioncamere Emilia-Romagna, Report on the regional economy 2000 and forecasts for 2001.
10 Ibidem.
11 Ibidem.
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On the other hand, as concerns the companies with stakeholdings owned by other
companies, 48,132 have been identified, of which 4,426 with a stake over 50 per cent,
corresponding to 9.2 per cent of these companies (see figure 7).

Figure 7.- Groups of companies - stakeholdings over 50 per cent

Total companies with stakeholdings 15,112
Companies with stakeholdings > 50% 2,363
% of companies with stakeholdings > 50% 15.60%

Total companies considered subject to stakeholdings 48,132
Companies subject to stakeholdings with control > 50% 4,426
% of companies  subject to stakeholdings with control  > 50% 9.20%

Source: Unioncamere Emilia-Romagna, Report on the regional economy 2000 and forecasts for 2001.

Overall these data have a huge significance. However, it should be strongly borne in
mind that 74 per cent of the 2,362 parent companies control a single company. Only 1.3% of
the parent companies control more than 10 companies. This means that about a quarter of the
groups turn out to be, if not 'atypical' (in that they are made up of only 2 companies of which
often just one in production), low-profile groups, at least in terms of a diffuse capacity to
exploit complementarities, the synergies and the opportunities in terms of strategic integration
of the regional system taken as a whole.

The parent companies of the mechanical sector, where there is a substantial presence
of companies belonging to the motor engineering filière, generally control companies of the
same sector. This is presumibly indicative of a strategic choice tendentially oriented towards
internalising productive and market complementarities, albeit maintaining a marked sectorial
specificity.

As concerns the Emilia-Romana region, a recent piece of research conducted by
Brioschi and Cainelli12 has studied the importance of the phenomenon of groups within the
regional manufacturing sector. The analysis, although it has only focused on the companies
not listed on the stock market, has shown that as much as 23.4% of the manufacturing
companies in Emilia-Romagna belong to a group.

This datum, compared with the result of the analysis by Unioncamere, which
concerned all of the regional companies, tells us that the phenomenon of groups particularly
regards the local manufacturing productive structure.

Moreover, as regards only those companies with more than 10 workers, this
percentage rises to as much as  32.6%. Lastly, for the companies with more than  50 workers,
the datum regarding the penetration of the groups in this region  (53.8% of the companies)
turns out to be, albeit slightly, even above the national value (48.5%).

                                                
12 F. Brioschi, G. Cainelli, Legami proprietari, strutture di gruppo e distretti industriali: alcune note

introduttive, in press.
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However, even if the average value is similar, the distribution by size of company is
very different: in Emilia-Romagna there is, indeed, a penetration of the groups that is much
higher in the smaller-sized companies.

From the research Brioschi and Cainelli into regional companies that are part of the 13
districts in the region it appears that of the 1,024 district companies whose ownership
structure is known, 259 companies (25.3%, that is a percentage above that seen for the whole
region) belong to a group.

In the case of the motorcycle districts (Bologna) and farm machinery districts
(Modena and Reggio Emilia), both part of the motor engineering filière, the percentage share
of the companies belonging to groups rises, respectively, by  33.3% and 32.2%, a share well
above the percentage of the companies belonging to groups calculated from the whole of 13
districts examined (25.3%).

In general, the groups taken into consideration in the research by Brioschi and Cainelli
are made up of a few companies, in the case of the farm machinery district at Modena and
Reggio Emilia, the groups appear to be on average made up of 7.3 companies.

This fact nonetheless seems to be quite high compared with other productive situations
in Emilia-Romagna. Suffice it to say that in the case of the textiles district at Carpi (province
of Modena), the companies groups are made up of a very small number of companies per
group (3.43 companies per group).

In the case of the farm machinery district there is a low level of vertical integration
within the groups. The companies considered indeed show a greater propensity to horizontal
diversification except for the few cases in which a supplier deemed to be critical has been
acquired or a company has been created which is situated at a level immediately downstream
or upstream to the productive filière.

The reasons for the formation of groups can mainly be traced back to the attempt to
supply synergies of various kinds: productive, commercial, purchasing and  technological.
However, the high presence of “atypical” companies (that is, made up of just 2 companies)
along with the propensity to start-up processes of horizontal integration rather than vertical
raises a question. To what extent is the local subcontracting chain, a key resource from the
viewpoint of the development of the motor engineering filière, involved by the processes of
rationalisation connected with the growth of the groups? From this point of view, following
an analysis of the quantitative data, we think that the growth of the groups runs the risk of not
having a tangible fall-out in regard to the qualification of the supply chain. This has also been
demonstrated by a series of case studies performed by the Institute for Labour Foundation
which demonstrate that the frequent incapacity of the local sub-contractor network to deal
with a more sophisticated supply compared to the straightforward provision of the component
or the job required by the client, has induced some focal regional companies to shift their
supply towards companies located outside the region itself 13.

                                                
13 For more information cfr. A. Bardi, Modelli di cooperazione e competizione tra imprese e azioni di

sistema, in Sviluppo, lavoro e competitività in Emilia-Romagna, First Annual Report for the Institute for Labour
Foundation, Collana IpL, Angeli, Milan 2000.
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Moreover, the growth of the group and its initial structuring often follow a chance
pathway (Nomisma, 1998). More often than not, it is a matter of aggregation under a single
ownership of enterprises belonging to specific territorial contexts by way of 'clustered' growth
processes whose objective is nonetheless to maintain a marked operative autonomy among the
participating companies (Lorenzoni, 1990; Buratti, 1994). In these cases the very birth and/or
the development of groups originates areas of productive integration and complementarity
rather than representing a response aimed at exploiting the potential benefits.

In any case, the data on the groups, although the research has employed an extensive
concept of the term, i.e. it has also considered as belonging to the groups those proprietary
structures made up of 2 companies, of which only one in production14, turn out to be
especially significant.

Generally speaking. the success of the economy in Emilia-Romagna has always been
identified in the presence of an industrial structure made up of a myriad of small and medium-
sized firms territorially concentrated  (in the industrial districts) and functionally integrated
within an efficient system of socio-economic infrastructures. In actual fact, the analysis of the
groups of companies brings forth a more complex picture in which coexist, beside the
informal relations widely evidenced in the literature on the districts, true and proper formal
relations of a proprietary kind whose nature is not a little significance in regard to the future
development dynamics of the regional productive system.

These data also demonstrate that, as a whole, a reading based upon size alone of the
companies understood as single legal entities is no longer sufficient in understanding the
competitive dynamics of the regional competitive system and rather the understanding of the
structural and strategics equilibria of the groups of enterprises in Emilia-Romagna offers us
new and important ideas for interpreting the industrial model  in Emila-Romagna. However, it
is important to observe that the growth of the average size of the region's companies
represents, along with the growth of the group phenomenon, a further indicator going in the
direction of a lesser degree of fragmentation of the local system, i.e. an organisational re-
equilibrium of the regional productive system towards more integrated forms for managing
the value chain.

This enhances the organisational capacities of the productive system, without however
detracting from the regional system's flexibility. In general, the average company size
increases, while the most important fact is that the weight of the medium-sized companies is
rising. Moreover, the size of the companies organised in groups is, on average, higher than
that of companies not belonging to groups15.

The comparison between the data of the 1991 Census on Industry and Services and the
1996 Intermediate Census indicates that even in those years of growth the average size of the
manufacturing companies had grown. In particular, the share of workers in the  non-SMEs
(over 250 workers) stayed the same at 14.2%; the workers of the medium-sized enterprises
(50-249 workers) went from  24.7% to 26.1% of the total; the small businesses (10-49
workers) stayed virtually the same, going from 34% to 34.2%; the micro-firms (1-9 workers)

                                                
14 The other one is, in general, represented by a holding and/or real estate company.
15 F. Brioschi, G. Cainelli, Legami proprietari, strutture di gruppo e distretti industriali: alcune note

introduttive, in press.
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went down from 27% to 25.6%. It is, however, interesting to note that in the context of a
descrease in industrial employment, the only strand that recorded an increase in workers, even
in absolute terms, is that ranging between 100 and 249 workers (+7,2)16. This is confirmation
that in this phase the medium-sized company is the leading business configuration; while in
the 1970s and 1980s industrial employment was fuelled by the smaller sized businesses, now
it is the medium-sized firms that are making up for the employment losses of the lower
strands. However, we should not forget that the small and micro businesses still represent
about 60 per cent of the region's industrial manufacturing and productive apparatus and this
implies the need to foster the progressive consolidation, either individually or through
collaboration networks, of these companies.

Figure 8. - Trends in the structure and size of manufacturing sector employment
in Emilia-Romagna

Strands of workers Definition
workers

1991
workers 1996

change
1996/91

share of the
total 1996

From 1 to 9 Micro 143,523 131,212 -8.6% 25.6%
From 10 to 49 Small 180,761 175,360 -3.0% 34.2%
From 50 to 99 Medium-small 57,249 54,329 -5.1% 10.6%
From 100 to 249 Medium-small 73,908 79,247 +7.2% 15.5%
From 250 to 499 Medium-large 38,336 35,868 -6.4% 7.0%
Over 500 Large 37,391 36,752 -1.7% 7.2%
Total 531,168 512,768 -3.5% 100.0%

Source: Istat

Instead, as compared with the trends in the legal set-ups, in the 1990s there was a
selective reconfiguration of the regional productive fabric. It is likely that the need to manage
the increased complexity of the market and the technological and organisational
developments, together with more restrictive changes in the regulations for the smaller
businesses, have brought about an overall reduction in the number of manufacturing
industries almost exclusively due to more elementary legal business company set-ups, in
particular concerning the one-man businesses. On the other hand, the number of joint-stock
companies has increased significantly, confirming the need for growth and consolidation of
the companies.17

                                                
16 Emilia-Romagna Region - Productive Activities Department, Crescita, qualità e innovazione delle

imprese e del lavoro in Emilia-Romagna, Three-year plan for the development of productive activities 1999-
2001.

17 Ibidem.
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Figure 9 - Changes in the companies by legal status
for the manufacturing industry, 1996-91

manufacturing industry
Joint stock companies +29.0
Partnerships -0.9
Co-operatives -15.9
One-man businesses -17.9
Total -5.6

Source: Istat

There is, in brief, a substantial and generalised reduction in the fragmentation of the
productive fabric, which is marched by a growth in the importance of medium-sized
companies compared with the small ones, along with an evolution in the legal forms of
business company. this evolutionary trend, characterised by the more or less spontaneous
formation of groups having a regional character, is matched by a substantial increase in the
role of international groups which, generally speaking, take over local firms by virtue of the
fact that they possess a prestigious brand or in that they are end-companies belonging to a
regional industrial district. In the latter case the choice of effecting the acquisition is not only
determined by the value of the company bought, but rather by the recognition on the part of
the international group of the value of the specialised competencies held by the sub-contractor
system with which the end-company has built up over the years solid relations of co-
makership.

MODELS OF COOPERATION:
NETWORKS BETWEEN COMPANIES AND SMES

Determinants, forms and rationale
Determinants

The spread of networks among companies derives from multifarious causes and gives
rise to forms of co-operation that differ greatly from one another and that respond to
economic and social rationale that are alternative one to the other. The aim of this section is to
carry out a preliminary reconnaissance of the causes, the forms and the rationales of inter-
company networks, i.e. a nodal company in a network and, conversely, the really remarkable
case of some companies in a network.

The various and differing causes, the determinants of network inception among
enterprises can be classified according to the disciplines that have studied them, for example,
organisation economics or industrial economics, or by means of classifications that are more
oriented towards the historical and structural dynamics of social and economic systems
understood as the true subject of the analysis. The latter approach is the one chosen in this
paper.

Our point of departure is the dynamic relationship between the globalisation process of
the economy and the new production systems. We shall adopt the distinction introduced by
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Petrella (1989, 1991) between internationalisation, multinationalisation/transnationalisation
and globalisation of the economy; a distinction which allows us to grasp the phenomenon of
globalisation as something different from the previous experiences of an international and
global dimension of the economy. Following on from such a distinction: “Multinational and
transnational enterprises encounter severe structural limits in a world of intensified
oligopolistic competition. First, transnationalisation involves a reinforcement of hierarchy as
the dominant organisational principle of world economic activity in a period in which the new
rationale of innovation invalidates the strategy of ever more comprehensive vertical
integration for even the largest, wealthiest and most capable corporations.” (Gordon, 1995)18.
Then there is the subsuming of space within hierarchical strategy: “The spatial dynamics of
transnationalisation tend towards a differentiated homogenisation of space” (Gordon, 1995)19

which translates into the substitution of locations for products and processes, with the
consequent devaluation of the idiosyncratic features of regional productive systems (Belussi,
F., Garibaldo, F., 1996)20, excepting needs that are internal to the enterprise. In contrast,
globalisation is propelled by a new social organisational logic of innovation: “Fundamental
changes in the material logic of modern production - the appearance of new core technologies,
the widespread diffusion of advanced technological capabilities and dramatic convulsions in
long-standing patterns of international competition, the complexity and pace of technological
change, technological convergence, massive increases in development costs, ubiquitous
organisational, technological and market uncertainty - have prompted both theoretical and
practical re-assessment of the innovation process in advanced industrial societies.” (Gordon,
1995).21 The consequences of this new material logic are multifarious and well-known; what
we are keen to underline is:

1. the growing need for collaborative relations between producers and clients, from
the standpoint of the product innovation process, given that the aspects of product
specificity and differentiation are integrated in the process of innovation from the
outset;

2. the growing need to have some suppliers who are able to act as independent
sources of creativity in a process of joint technological creation between producer
and supplier, depends upon the producers’ difficulties in directly managing such a
broad set of interdependent technologies;

3. what has been described in a) and b) involves a reduction in economic efficiency
both in the classic scheme of sub-provision, based on the exchange of goods, and
based within a classic market transaction, precludes schemes of long-term
collaborative relations, both the vertical integration model, with the internal
availability of all the necessary basic technologies, which reduces diversity and
hence creativity. In this regard, the point of view of Professor Gian Maria Gros-
Pietro, chairman of IRI and researcher in industrial economics, is interesting. This
is how he replied to a journalist of the Italian business newspaper Il Sole 24 Ore
when commenting upon the international crisis: “The industrial systems with
which we are in direct competition seem to be much more vertically integrated.
They have an optimisation of the productive process from start to finish, all

                                                
18 R. Gordon, - Globalization and New Production System - in Littek, W.E. Charles, T. (eds) - Emerging

Forms of Work Organisation in International Perspective - Walter de Gruyter, Berlin, New York, 1995, p. 177.
19 Ibidem, p.178
20 See F. Belussi, and F. Garibaldo, - Variety of Pattern of the Post-Fordist Economy: Why are the ‘old

times’ still with us and the ‘ new times’ yet to come? - Futures, vol. 28, no. 2 pp. 153 - 171. 1996.
21 R. Gordon, - Globalization and New Production System; op. cit., p. 178
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designed as a function of the end-product. Instead the district from this point of
view presents weaknesses, precisely because it is less integrated. This element in a
moment of transition can become an advantage. In the districts every stage of the
productive process is by nature flexible because it supplies different clients, and
thus can produce for enterprises with different specifications. That is why, at a
time when outcomes change very rapidly - and so products are substituted - the
fact of having a flexible chain of production upstream becomes a formidable
opportunity” (from Il Sole 24 ore, Tuesday 15th September 1998).

All of these new situations linked to the process of globalisation, in the specific sense
mentioned earlier, implies a series of important consequences:

1. The superseding of the Williamson’s (1985) traditional organisational alternatives
between ‘market’ and ‘hierarchy’, with the consequence that “innovation for any
firm in these circumstances is necessarily dependent upon external transactions,
yet structural change negates the efficiency and adequacy of market provision.
Firms, both large and small, are coping with this contradiction by elaborating new
non-market forms of inter-firm co-ordination. That is, both large and small firms
increasingly focus their own enterprise on core capabilities and delegate
interdependent functions (formerly provided in-house or purchased on the market)
to the complementary specialisation of autonomous firms organised in a
collaborative and inter-dependent chain of production.” (Gordon, 1995).22

2. The multinational network increasingly operates as a heterarchy rather than as a
hierarchy (Bartlett et al. 1990), that is “as a set of globally interdependent, spatially
dispersed innovation centres” (Gordon, 1995).23

Hence, this is very briefly the mix of macroeconomic and industrial causes that
underpins the expansionary trend in collaboration between enterprises beyond the make or
buy alternative. In terms of Organisation Economics and Industrial Economics the concept of
transaction costs is crucial. It allows us to identify collaboration opportunities between
companies that are less bound by the globalisation process, this is typically the case of the
industrial districts.

The economic concept of externalities or, to be more exact, external economies
(Marshall, 1920) introduced the idea that there exist some interdependencies between the
participants to an economic system, that do not operate through the market mechanism or that
are not completely mediated by process; there can be negative externalities - a third party,
external to the economic transaction, is affected by the consequences of a transaction between
seller and buyer, as is the case of pollution - just as there are positive externalities - for
example, when there is a direct interdependency between producers who use some factors
generated by a third party free of charge, each one in their function of production, such as a
certain publicly-available know-how in that territorial area or in that industrial sector.
Typically, the positive externalities are external to the market and are related to co-operation
and co-ordination. A very special example of externalities is that of transaction costs. There is
no doubt that the very concept of network is from the very beginning linked to the role of the
externalities in the explanation of growth and economic change. What is specific to this phase

                                                
22 Ibidem p. 180.
23 Ibidem p. 181.
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is the organic transformation of information and knowledge, into a particularly precious
datum such that its value consists in giving, to whosoever possesses it, a strategic advantage
in the production of all other goods not only from the distributive point of view but also from
the point of view of the organisation of the economic cycle and the production of those goods.
Information and knowledge have become an important part of the ‘productive’ base of wealth.
As has already been mentioned, there is no linear process, guided by technology, by
development; there are contradictory trends: “The long-term impact of networking
technologies on the economy will depend to a large degree on how businesses employ them to
reduce rising transaction costs. To optimise their benefits, new ways of doing business are
required, co-operation will be likely to prove more rewarding than competition and
information-sharing more fruitful than information-control. The businesses that succeed in
this radically changed environment will be those that - like the railroad owners in their day -
seize the opportunity to re-structure their organisations and goals to take the best advantage of
their situations.”24

Forms
It is beyond the scope of this paper to develop an exhaustive taxonomy of the possible

forms of co-operation between enterprises, something that can in any case be found in the
copious literature; for Italy a review can be found in a recent book by Soda25. We are
interested in some schemes of classification that highlight the determinants which we have
singled out as being crucial.

The first scheme we can borrow from Soda is that of Pilati who relates the frequency
of the transactions and the specificity of the investments identifying the networks that are
closest to the market and those that are closest to the organisation. What emerges is that faced
with a specificity of the average investments and a low frequency of transactions, there is a
bureaucratised quasi-market with trilateral bargaining, that is a situation in which the relations
between enterprises, due to the risk of opportunistic behaviours, require the intervention of
third parties as mediators or the use of formalised and defined contracts. When, instead,  there
is an average specificity of the investments and a high frequency of transactions there tends to
emerge as convenient for all the companies a quasi-clan-like market with bilateral bargaining,
i.e. situations based on trust and on non-formalised social mechanisms. Lastly, as we move
towards high-specificity investments and frequent transactions a strategy of internalisation
becomes preferable.

A second scheme is that of Ring and Van de Ven (cited by Soda) from 1994 which
relates the transnational risks, i.e. reduced availability of time, information and control levers,
and the degree of trust among the parties:

                                                
24 Mansell, R., 1992.
25 G. Soda, Reti tra imprese, Carocci, Rome 1998.
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Transnational risks →
Trust among the parties
↓

Low High

Low MARKET HIERARCHY

High RECURRENT
BARGAINING

RELATIONAL BARGAINING

It is clear that the case of relational bargaining is an extreme case where the
internationalisation option is always possible. In all of the schemes the orientation to vertical
collaboration between enterprises is prevalent. In these cases the fundamental determinant to
be considered is the globalisation dynamics.

Lastly, worthy of attention is the contribution provided by Cagliano and Smiraglia
(1998) who classify the collaborations in a network of enterprises according to three
modalities:

1. Horizontal collaboration between enterprises of the same kind; that is “an
agreement focused on only one stage of the value chain with the aim of
exploiting economies of scale or reaching the critical mass of resources needed
to perform a given function”26;

2. Horizontal collaboration between enterprises of a different kind; i.e. that
“between suppliers, for the same group of clients, complementary and
interdependent products that constitute a subset of the finished product, and that
come to an agreement with a view to making in a co-ordinated and collaborative
way the parts required by the client”27;

3. Vertical collaboration; i.e. “the one that exists between companies belonging to
different stages of the value chain. The objectives pursued in this case by the
companies consist in the improvement in quality and flexibility, or in the
overcoming of the barriers for the development of new products or for the access
to new markets, through a greater integration of internal and external
competencies”28.

Clearly, in this scheme, cases 1) and 2) can be interpreted more from the point of view
of the transaction costs as traditionally understood - namely, the logic of the districts, - while
case 3) corresponds more to Gordon’s interpretative model. In the work by Cagliano and
Smiraglia, which is oriented to the study of the horizontal collaborations, the model proposed
by Wiendahl and Helms (1997) is recalled:

                                                
26 R. Cagliano, A. Smiraglia, Collaborazioni orizzontali tra piccole imprese determinanti e forme

organizzative, in Acts of the Workshop “I processi innovativi nella piccola impresa”, Urbino, 21-22 May 1998.
27 Ididem.
28 Ididem.
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VARIABLES →
↓

Asset specificity

High Low
High Strategic Networks Operative Networks

Duration/ stability relation

Low Virtual enterprises Black Box relations

The strategic networks regard actors specialised in specific technical competencies,
engaged in forms of long-term collaboration, with an elevated interdependence an intense
exchange. “The relation is often sustained by guarantee mechanisms that preserve stability.
Relational investments are also elevated, and are aimed at formalising and planning the
exchange of information and materials between the network components .”29

The operative networks regard actors specialised in a phase of the creation of the
product, engaged in stable collaboration, but “the lower interdependence between the parties
requires the presence of a unit with a strong co-ordination role and some sounder guarantee
mechanisms. The formalisation of the agreements and the support mechanism is elevated
depending upon the duration of the relation”30.

The virtual enterprises are born in the cases of unstable collaborations or those
oriented to the short-term and in the presence of complementarity of resources. “The
guarantee mechanisms are limited to the preservation of autonomy by the parties and the
formalisation of the agreements is generally limited. The intensity of the exchanges is
determined by the level of innovation of the product that is realised and, as a consequence, by
the need to define the interfaces between the parties realised by the single units ”31.

The black box relations regard partners with similar competencies and unstable
relations with “rather rare shared moments of problem-solving and decision-making, and the
information exchange is limited to input and output information for each activity. (...).
However, these networks are strongly centred upon the unit that is in direct contact with the
market that performs the role of chief assistant, co-ordinating the activities of the partners and
generally keeps a large share of the surplus generated by the network32.”

Another possible classification is the one by Storper and Harrison (1992)33:
1. Only the peripheral ring without centre, i.e. a system of non-hierarchical

enterprises in which one company in turn performs the leader function;
2. ‘Periphery-centre’ systems characterised by a co-ordinating enterprise; a

hierarchical system in which, however, the enterprise cannot function without the
help of the others.

                                                
29 Ibidem, p.25.
30 Ibidem, p.25.
31 Ibidem, p.25.
32 Ibidem, p.25.
33 M. Storper, B. Harrison - Flexibility, hierarchy and regional development: the organisational

restructuring of the productive systems and the new forms of governance - in F. Belussi (edited by) - New
enterprise models, organisational hierarchies and network enterprises - Angeli, Milan, 1992.
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We thus have a set of classificatory systems of the forms of co-operation between
enterprises enabling us to analyse both the relationship between nodal enterprise and the
others, as well as the horizontal relations between companies.

The rationale: the macro-micro relation and the reciprocal determination between the
organisation of the physical flow of the production and the network architecture

It is essential to find a gap-bridging concept between macro and micro analysis. The
analysis of the company networks can actually become a useful instrument of organisational
development only if it is capable of defining the levels of congruence between network
architecture and organisation of production and labour. Indeed, the shift of the old models to
the new ones means an overlap, even if partial, of the two previously separate worlds, as is
clearly illustrated in the following diagram:

Figure 10.- Levels of integration among companies

Source: F. Garibaldo, Networks between companies and SMEs, Institute for Labour,
Working Paper no. 3, Bologna, 1999
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At a time when an area of integrated work is being developed among the enterprises,
the set-ups of the two organisations progressively come to develop compatible organisational
systems and a continuing exchange of data and information. This is a lengthy and extremely
difficult process, since when it is realised it engenders a situation in which both parties, for
better or for worse, put into the hands of the other partner a considerable part of the
company’s future. Such an organisational permeability involves the processing of new
management techniques, but first of all the identification of new organisational models
capable of maximising the strategic advantages of strategic integration, this shift already
becomes a critical element in the transition phase from operative integration to strategic
integration. The new productive systems can be connoted starting from two gap-bridging
concepts: 1) client orientation and 2) the reduction in lead-times.

The first gap-bridging concept is that of customer in focus. Indeed, if we take client
orientation seriously as a value of reference for the organisation then the organisational model
must allow for the orientation of one specific flow of production towards the client’s
specifications, and conversely, be able to channel towards design and marketing customer
responses and expectations.

The second concept is that of reducing lead times. The supplier that enters into a
strategic integration with them must possess the following capabilities:

1. Efficacy and speed in the development of the design solutions for the launch of
new products on the market;

2. Optimisation of the product design in relation to the process technologies;
3. Capacity to react flexibly to any product changes and variations in production

volumes;
4. Short lead times with an elevated reactivity to deliveries;
5. Reduction in Works in Progress (WiPs) and zeroing of warehouse stocks;
6. Quality understood as reciprocal satisfaction as regards relationships, product,

services and overall costs.

Points 1) and 2) are an illustration of Gordon’s theory on globalisation and are
definitely requirements linked to the shift from operative integration to strategic integration;
point 3) is a more traditional requisite in subcontracting; points 4) and 5) are the modality
needed for the shift to the operative integration and then to the strategic one; point 6) is
already specific to the strategic integration.

How do the two gap-bridging concepts identified determine the organisational
structure of the nodal enterprise and what requisites do they exact from the network
architecture between the nodal enterprise and the suppliers? The answer lies in the shift from
functional organisational forms to flow organisational forms called Boundariless Flow34. It is
rare in the Emilia-Romagna region to find focal firms that approach the relationship with the
supplier in this manner. Nevertheless, you can find this kind of organisational system in the
industrial district, among local firms that co-operate both horizontally and vertically.
However, this system is based on an informal and unstructured relationship. A recent

                                                
34 K. Helmrich, S. Janbrink, and B. Edeback, Boundariless Flow Organisations for satisfied customers

and motivated colleagues – BFO, The Swedish Productivity Centre and Klaus Helmrich - 1994.
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analysis35 on the theme of cooperation between companies belonging to the regional motor
engineering sector has evidenced, in this sense, some interesting results. Of the  38 companies
polled as many as  14 have claimed they have never had relations of vertical or horizontal
cooperation with other companies. This is surprising above all owing to the fact that they
resulted to be habitual suppliers to end-companies in the region and, among the 14, 3 are even
currently first-level suppliers. The condition of first-level supplier implies, by definition, a
strong relationship of cooperation with the contractor. This result presumably means that
either the cooperation relations are on an informal basis often so deep-rooted as to be a
customary work rapport not perceived of as being a fully-fledged form of cooperation, or that
the relationship is based upon elements of imposition rather than cooperation, to the extent
that it is unilaterally perceived. These results, albeit purely indicative, given the small number
of companies polled, raises a series of questions. the first and most important one is that the
habit to co-operate through informal practices often based on a fiduciary and direct
relationship between entrepreneurs is, paradoxically, 'rigid' (although by definition de-
bureaucratised), and hence resistant to change, as it is based on elements of reciprocal
identification, based by nature upon elements of a cultural nature.

Going back to the organisational elements, the Boundariless Flow consists in the
organisation of all the business functions throughout the flow of the production activities,
whether it is a manufacturing process or the development of a product or the supply of a
services. “Within the flow there are not just the competencies and the resources linked to the
production, but also those that are needed to manage the other things correlated to it:
programming, quality, maintenance and the technologies. What must be integrated into the
flow wholly depends upon the kind of activity and must be decided from case to case. The
organisational model is no longer strictly hierarchical/pyramidal, but looks like a set of
concentric circles, whose inner nucleus is made up of the productive flow group, but in the
second ring there are the support functions (programming, administration, etc.) that depend
directly upon the flow group, and lastly, in the third outermost ring, the functions common to
several groups (sales, personnel, etc.).36” From the focal firm standpoint, this orientation
singles out two basic options for the reorganisation  of enterprises that have to cope with
highly uncertain and complex environments: increasing the internal complexity (complex
organisations with simple jobs) or reducing the need for checks and internal co-ordination
(fewer indirect jobs, less bureaucracy) realising simple organisations with complex jobs37.
What is significant in these cases, from the standpoint of organisational planning, is the
reduction in the variances, both external (demand) as well as internal (the number of
interfaces between the operative functions) which is obtained using two design techniques:

1. parallelisation of the productive flows, i.e. the creation of parallel and independent
flows, preferably matching product/market combinations, which is like saying that
every flow may correspond to a client or to a specific target;

2. segmentation, i.e. the shift from functional structures in which the company
functions of the same kind are grouped by department, increasing the number of

                                                
35 Institute for Labour, materials for the preparation of the project proposal on the methods and

instruments for the integration of knowledge processes implied in the “virtual clusters” within the scope of the
programme for the financing of the “EUREKA” research.

36 Regional ADAPT Project;  Emilia-Romagna region - Get it - presented by Tetra Brik Packaging
Systems, April 1997.

37 L. Ulbo de Sitter, J. Friso den Hertog, B. Dankbaar, From Complex Organisations with Simple Jobs
to Simple Organisations with Complex Jobs, Human Relations, Vol. 50, no. 5, 1997.
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interfaces with the individual productive flows, to situations in which the functions
are distributed as directly as possible in the productive flow. From this point of
view, the Boundariless Flow Organisation is particularly efficient. As a matter of
fact it divides all the traditional support functions, such as scheduling, dispatch,
administration, quality and maintenance, into two separate set-ups: the generalist
functions and the specialist ones; the former actually do the work, the latter ensure
that the work is properly done and that the prerequisites most suited to the purpose
are available.

This division enables the utmost distribution of the flow resources and the minimal
reduction of the strategic resources, concomitantly reducing the risk of purely
bureaucratic stances. In short, there is a dual movement: towards centralisation, on
the flow, and towards decentralisation, from the specialist functions to the
generalist ones; this dual movement involves the risk of possible tensions and a
poor balancing of the two movements. This depends upon the planning and the
organisational development.

As concerns the methods and approaches to cooperation between companies, the issue
of telematic networks results to be a crucial point. In particular, in relation to the clusters and
the industrial districts, how and to what extent the information and communications
technologies come into play within the cooperation model between territorially concentrated
companies will turn out to be critical in relation to the development pathway that the local
productive system will pursue. The prevailing model will, from our point of view, be critical
for the local sub-contractor system, fundamental part of the regional motor-engineering
filière.

According to the authors of a recently published American textbook for the digital
economy38, the e-business communities can be classified in relation to the nature of the
control, or if you wish, of the power relations, and the capacity to integrate a more or less
elevated added value. If we so argue there will be four types of business communities based
upon interconnectedness: the open market, aggregations, the value chain, the alliance. These
follow along the line that goes from self-organisation to hierarchy and from low value
integration to the high one.

                                                
38 Don Tapscott, Alex Lowy, David Ticoll, Blueprint to the digital economy – creating wealth in the era

of e-business, McGraw-Hill, New York 1998, p. 25.
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Figure 11. - Types of e-business community

Source: Tapscott Don, Lowy Alex, Ticoll David, Blueprint to the digital
economy –  creating wealth in the era of e-business, McGraw-Hill, New York
1998, p. 25.

1. open market, self-organisation and low value integration; the open market today is
the bourse, i.e. the electronic version of the classic market; but another example is
Oasis, an open electronic market for the supply of electric energy; this is the
framework upon which COVISINT has been set up, the shared portal for
purchases, on a world scale, of sub-supplier products, created by GENERAL
MOTORS, FORD, RENAULT, DAIMLER CHRYSLER and NISSAN39; the
approach in this case is the total absence of trust between the participants in the
game but nevertheless an absolute respect for the rules, obviously imposed from
the outside;

2. aggregations, hierarchy and low value integration; generally speaking there is a
focal company setting itself up as the intermediary between producers and
consumers, an example, again American, is that of Wal-Mart. In our case, on the
basis of the research performed, this is precisely the situation that would come
about if an electronic network were superimposed upon the classic relationship
between suppliers and focal firm;

3. value chain, hierarchy and high value integration; the objective is process
optimisation. An American example is  Cisco Systems with its supply network. in
our case it is what would happen if we superimposed the usual network upon the
supply relations situation that we have classified as operative integration;

4. alliance, s elf- organisation and high value integration; this  is  the mor e "virtual” for m
of bus ines s  community ther e is  no dominant leader. An international cas e is  that of 

                                                
39 Financial Times, Understanding  e-procurement, 2000.
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V is a. The analogy with our  clas sification s tops her e, becaus e the idea of  s trategic
integr ation that w e have illus trated els ewher e is s omething of mor e and les s 
contemporaneous ly. I ndeed, the strategic action, can be achieved both w ithin a
r elationship with one or mor e leading companies jus t as  in a relations hip betw een
equals  or in a r elationship, as  the authors  s ugges t, bound to a s pecif ic spher e in the
r appor t with the clients. Our point of  view  is  per haps mor e accur ate in the analysis
of the r eality, their s may r ather  have an ideal/typical function needed to dir ect the
public and pr ivate actions  in this f ield.

The parallel constructed between our classification of the subcontractor networks
(traditional, operative and strategic integration), not taking into account the aspect of the
telematic networks,  particularly the web technologies, and that of the American 'textbook' on
the classification of the e-business communities, with all the limits of analogies at such an
abstract level, highlights the fact that the electronic networks serve in the first place to
highlight and amplify to pre-existing relations. In themselves they push towards a
f o r m ali s a tio n of  w h at pr evi ou s ly  w as  in f or ma l, w h ile  n ot s u ppr es s in g the  i nf o r m ali ty  bu t
s h if tin g it f r om on e l ev el to  an ot her  o r  f r o m a  g r ou p of  ac tiv it ies  t o a no the r ,  an d thu s ,  in  t he
ca s e  of  t he mo tor  e ngi ne er i ng  f i li è r e , f o r  e x a m pl e ,  th e  s hi f t  f r o m  th e  t r a d i t io n a l 
s u bc o n t r a c t o r  r e l at i o n s h i p  to  t h at  o f  o p er a t i ve  i n te g r a ti o n . Th us ,  i n t he  ne w  s ys te m, in  th e
s h if t f r o m ag gr ega ti on to  va lu e c ha in t he  te ch nol og ica l m e di u m  ac c e l er a t e s  a n d 
r a ti o n a li s e s  m o r e  c o n s is t e n tl y  t he  o p er a t i ve  i n te g r a ti o n ,  b u t  it  c a nn o t  ho w e v er  b e  s a i d  t h a t 
i t  c r e a te s  i t,  r a th e r  it  f a ci l i t at e s  it  a n d a m p li f i e s  i t s  e f f e ct s . 

INTERNATIONALISATION AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT: SOME FOOD
FOR THOUGHT FROM THE CASE OF THE MOTOR-ENGINEERING FILIERE
OF THE EMILIA-ROMAGNA REGION

The regional productive system, and in particular the companies belonging to the
motor-engineering filière, are subject, as described earlier, to substantial integration processes
which lead to a large growth in the presence of industrial groups, often having an exclusively
regional origin. These “local” groups, a) whether as a result of the fact that in most cases they
are made up of 2 companies overall, b) or because they often have a non-productive nature, c)
or because they are mainly of a horizontal kind, do not seem to represent such a phenomenon
as to need to redefine the “face” of the local productive system. Case a) is evident: since 74%
of the 2,362 parent companies control only one company and only 1.3% of the parent
companies control more than 10 companies, the capacity of the groups to internalise
productive and/or service complementarities is at any rate partial. As regard case b), most of
the groups seems to be born within the motor-engineering filière, but the primary purpose is
often to centralise the exclusively administrative-financial functions. Given that the latter
represent a strategic function whose centralisation determines a clear element of advantage for
the individual companies brought together within a group, there often exist countless typical
productive complementarities, both horizontal and vertical, not exploited by the group. Lastly,
point c) regards the fact that the companies considered generally show a greater propensity to
create groups according to the criteria of horizontal diversification, except for the few cases
where suppliers are taken over which are deemed to be critical or a company is created ex-
novo to be placed at a level immediately downstream or upstream to the productive filière. In
this case the groups represent the bridgehead for penetrating the 'nearby' markets (i.e. close) in
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relation to the activity of the parent company. This does not mean internalising a market
complementarity, but more simply a policy just aimed at enhancing the market power through
the acquisition of another company. Once more, besides the horizontal integration there are
all those activities addressed to integrating and rationalising the activities of the supply chain,
a critical element, as we shall see later, from the point of view of the development of the
region's sub-contractor supply system.

The advanced management techniques of the  “supply chain” are practically
extraneous to the tradition of cooperation rooted within the districts and business clusters.

For these reasons the processes for the creation of local industrial groups turn out to
have a lesser impact on the regional productive system compare with that brought about by
the changes deriving from the acquisitions of local companies by foreign companies.

The reason is the latter usually acquire focal companies that control local sub-
contractor networks, generally belonging to the district within which they originated. This
means that the strategic choices made by the entrepreneurship not only affect the acquired
company but also the supply system linked to it.

The foreign investments, however, do not just go in the direction of the acquisition of
existing local firms but are also addressed to the fully-fledged creation ex-novo of
manufacturing companies in situ. This particularly derives from the special importance
recognised to the competencies and qualified skills of the sectors available in the region,
residing both in the supplier base, and in that of the workforce. The creation of the luxury car
company  “Qvale” by American investors is the most recent demonstration of this. The strong
point of the regional motor-engineering sector actually lies in the high profile of the
competencies built up.

A further important consideration concerns the fact that the nature of the foreign
capital used to acquire local motor-engineering companies is highly varied. Indeed, it ranges
from the American pension funds (the investment fund TEXAS PACIFIC GROUP took over
DUCATI in 1996 from the brothers Claudio and Gianfranco Castiglioni, owners of the
motorcycle manufacturers CAGIVA), to the car companies (such as the Bolognese company
LAMBORGHINI which has recently been taken over by  AUDI and therefore the
VOLKSWAGEN group). The examples, within the regional motor-engineering sector, are
numerous.  VM Motori at Cento (Ferrara) became part of the DETROIT DIESEL
CORPORATION group in 1995 (American group dedicated to the design, manufacture, sale
and servicing of engines for heavy-duty purposes, diesel-powered and using alternative fuels,
diesel engines for vehicles and motor products in general)40, belonging to the DAIMLER
CHRYSLER group, and LOMBARDINI of Reggio Emilia, world leader in the production of
diesel engines up to 50 kw, which joined the group MARK IV in 1999, which in turn was
taken over by BC PARTNERS41 .

                                                
40 Detroit Diesel is one of the world's largest leading heavy-duty engine manufacturers. DDC's 6,300

employees design, manufacture, sell and service diesel, alternative fuel and automotive engines as well as a full
range of engine parts. This complete line of more than 500 engine models range from 10 to 10,000 horsepower.

41 BC Partners is an independent firm advising funds of  5.5 billion Euro. Over the last decade, BC
Partners has established itself as a leader in acquiring and developing European businesses in partnership with
management, investing in 46 acquisitions with a total value in excess of 15.5 billion Euro. BC PARTNERS is
the owner of Brembo group, the leading European manufacturer of disc brakes and calipers, with strong
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Ducati, VM and Lombardini are, in terms of turnover, among the top 10 companies of
the regional motor-engineering filière. Instead, Lamborghini, with about 61,900 Euros, is in
22nd position.

Today we can say with certainty that the entry of international groups is significant not
only from the quantitative point of view, but also in regard to the kinds of re-organisational
interventions that these groups are implementing inside the companies taken over, and also in
the structure of the local sub-contracting.

G iven the pus h tow ar ds a progr ess ive mar ket integr ation, the advent of  netw ork
technologies and as a r es ult of  the reor ganis ation pr ocess es  of  the sub-contractor sys tem s tarted
up by impor tant focal companies  located in our  r egion, amongs t which D ucati42, practices  and
models  aimed at deter mining a s implification in the s ys tem of  r elations  betw een licens ing
companies on the one hand and s ub-contractors  and s ub-licens ees  on the other , ar e s pr eading.

In these cases, the orientation is tow ards managing the part of  the production quotas
thr ough outsourcing by selecting different levels of suppliers with different functions,
res ponsibilities and intensities in the levels of ris k sharing. In practice, the final company
externalises part of its tasks in liasing, coordinating and controlling to several 'selected'
companies, to whom the supply of pre-assembled units is delegated (but not licensed away).

These suppliers, of the so-called first tier, become the 'managers' of the supply of a
product that is no longer individual but complex and at the same time they take on the duty of
coordinating the activities of the producers of components and specialised manufacturing
which participate in the composition of the above-said units. The first level supplier thus takes
on duties of organisation and management of all the others belonging to the successive level.
Hence, the end producer, instead of conducting a  dialogue with each and every sub-supplier
individually, restructures his own system of relations involving part of his own traditional
suppliers in the performance  of the activities of management and monitoring originally
carried out directly and that are now partly devolved towards trusted companies. The

                                                                                                                                            
positions in Italy, France, the UK and Germany. Recently, it has purchased KTM Sportmotorcycle, the leading
producer of high-performance off-road motorcycles acquired through a public tender offer in Austria.

42 Ducati externalises about 86% of the productive activities to external companies which corresponds
to 273 billion, 35%of which  towards companies of the region. The direct suppliers have gone from  350 to 202,
of these, 58 are located inside the regional territory.

Ducati has a turnover of 580 billion and employs 827 staff, made up of 540 manual workers,
18 intermediaries, 243 clerical staff and 20 managers. In 1999 it produced  35,000 motorbikes (as opposed to
28,000 in 1998) and 41,000 in 2000.  It is estimated that by the end of  2001 46,500 will have been produced.
The described growth has come about with staff numbers unchanged. The objective being pursued is the
strengthening of the outsourcing activities and at the same time the redefining of the methods of externalisation
through the assumption of the business logic regarding the acquisition of pre-assembled units rather than single
components and finished items. Such a method has revealed itself to be the best way with a view to managing
the productive complexity  (each  Ducati motorbike is made up of about 1,400 parts and components). Up to
today at Ducati, also thanks to the start-up of about 60 supplies of pre-assembled units, 'only' 800 pieces arrive,
with obvious advantages in terms of simplification in the management and control, and significant reductions in
warehouse costs.

The constraint of growth with an unchanged number of employees has also been put by the fact
that an increase in the number of staff, even a small one, given the extension of the current  productive plant,
would determine the need to enhance the endowment of services available such as the canteen, with non-
productive investment commitments having a huge bearing.
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contractor thus reduced the management complexity as a result of the externalisation of those
tasks connected to direct controls, the organisation of a logistic system, warehouse costs (to
mention just a few). With the start-up of multi-tiered supply practices the contractor thus
comes to externalising substantial parts of the company's primary processes and no longer to
perform the mere outsourcing of skills.

As a whole the group contractor reduces the number of interfaces, since he finds
himself, in the case of the organisation of multi-tiered supplies, dialoguing exclusively with
the first level rather than with the whole of the companies making up the subcontractor
network. However, this does not mean that this is by definition matched by a reduction in the
numbers of companies participating, at various levels, in the sub-supply system. In other
words, instead of many 'simple' suppliers (essentially “producers”) to be coordinated in a
complex way (even in relation to the segments of the productive process maintained “in-
house”), it is preferable to dialogue with a few 'complex' suppliers (essentially some
“intermediaries” towards other  “producers”) to whom the coordination towards the supplier
sub-network is delegated. Figures 12 and 13 describe the shift from the traditional outsourcing
phase to the 'multi-tiered' organisation.

Fig. 12. - Traditional outsourcing system

Source: Our elaborations based on P. Maggiolini, Internal Research Materials of the Institute for Labour
Foundation, Bologna, 2000
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Fig. 13 - “Multi-tiered” outsourcing system

Source: Our elaborations based on P. Maggiolini, Internal Research Materials of the Institute for Labour
Foundation, Bologna, 2000

At the same time, the activity of simplification of the management system is flanked
by a complementary one, i.e. that of the reduction in the number of components
notwithstanding product differentiation, that is a process of intermediate component
standardisation on a par with the products supplied in the market. Thus, a pathway which is
aimed at increasing the productive economies of scale on a par with economies of scope.

Multi-level pathways, along with the technical economies of scale, cannot be s tarted up by
the contractor if not w ithin a rationale of  strategic integration, in which the sub-supplier assumes a
role of innovator/specialist/proponent rather than specialist/licens ee/passive recipient.

The spread of these processes has triggered off dynamics across the territory, not yet
quantitatively perceptible, but prospectively capable of changing the allocation of the
resources in some productive sectors in particular. The directives of change identified seem to
depict a situation for which the reallocation of the added value produced by the territory shifts
from the small to the large business. The large one, prevalently in some sectors, loses
workers, also due to the fact that it externalises production quotas, originally produced inside
the territory, towards extra-regional companies.

As for all processes of transformation, the shift away from a traditional supply system
to one hinging upon more sophisticated supply relations, as the multi-tiered one is, does not
come about painlessly. Some directions seems to be quite clear, however:

Ø the local contr acting companies  are of ten induced to abandon historical s upplier s  as
they are not able or  not inter ested in f ollow ing the str ategy of the end- pr oducer 43;

                                                
43 Since September 1996, that is the moment of the transfer of ownership of Ducati Motori from the

Gruppo Cagiva to TPG, the suppliers of  Ducati were overall 350, and today they are 202. In actual fact the
number of the direct suppliers has fallen, i.e. those with whom Ducati dialogues. It may well be that this has not
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Ø the habitual suppliers end up having to redefine their role and move on from
licensees to unit assemblers capable of presiding over the complexities more
closely bound to the organisation.

Quite often, the regional subcontractor network is unable to satisfy the demand for
units from local end-producers with a satisfactory and adequate supply.

The risk is that the incapacity of the local sub-supply system to cope with the demand
for qualified supplies, will induce the contractor to seeking partners elsewhere capable of
dealing with this demand. That is to say, that the contractor will find it advantageous to
replace a historically reliable supplier but incapable of handling the unit supplies, with
suppliers outside the regional area already knowledgeable in regard to the use of the
management tools (for the control of quality and the management of the logistics, to mention
just a few) specifically pertaining to the supply according to the multi-tiered rationale.

A s  a  hy po the s i s , in  th e cas e of  th e a gr eem en t b et w ee n F ia t and  G ene r a l M ot or s  i t
tu r n s  o ut  to  b e f oc us e d upo n the  g r ow th  of  t he te chn ic al an d m on eta r y  ec on omi es  of  s cal e of 
th e gr o up s , th is  co uld  i nvo lv e a  s ign if ica nt  or ie nta ti on of  th e Tur in  co mp any  t ow a r d s  t he  a
s u pp ly th ink in g o n a w or ld s c ale , i.e . hin gi ng up on global procurement, and this could
determine the shifting of sub-supply quotas externalised from Fiat to suppliers located in
Lombardy towards suppliers from other countries, both with an advanced economy and
developing.

The sub-supply system at Fiat belonging to the first level would in this way release a
significant amount of productive capacity and would become a potential supplier of the end-
companies in Emilia-Romagna which, owing to the start-up of re-organisational pathways
based upon multi-tiered supply modalities, seek companies capable of  dealing with the
supply of pre-assembled units (the so-called 'first-level' companies). the fact that the F iat
knock- on busines s impetus  has r eached a s ignif icant organisational-managerial capacity in
r elation to the supply of  units , par ticular ly the one w hos e s us tenance is  directly  linked to the
order s  coming f r om the end-companies  located in our  r egion and belonging to the car ,
motor bike, motor cycle, diesel and combus tion engine, far m machines  and for heavy goods 
trans por t ( lorr ies )  and people (buses) sectors.

The migration of the regional supply quotas towards other local areas is proof of the
fact that competition is no longer between national leaders but rather between regional
productive systems, and so also between productive systems belonging to the same country.

This would have a cascade ef fect upon all the levels of the network, determining
regressive ef fects  on all the motor-engineering filière, and so on all the productive sectors
connected to it.

The hypothesis of the existence of difficulties from the point of view of the local sub-
supply system is proven by the fact that some important regional end-companies which
externalise consistent quotas of production and utilise the free pass modality (i.e. a system of
access without controls for those components and semi-finished goods produced by sub-
suppliers recognised as reliable by the contracting company), conceding this recognition

                                                                                                                                            
been accompanied by a reduction in the total number of suppliers. In any case, a important share of Ducati
suppliers has moved from the region towards others national as well as foreign territories.
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prevalently to companies located outside the regional territory. Surveys performed by the
Institute for Labour have indeed seen that quite often the percentage of free pass Emilia-
Romagna suppliers is, in some important sectors having an elevated presence of licensing
companies utilising advanced systems of monitoring of the outsourcing quotas upon entry,
about half of the percentage of the extra-regional suppliers (national and foreign) to which is
granted the same formula as the  fast-lane access.

A possible pathway aimed at offsetting these potential risks is that of intensifying the
development of strategic networks. In this sense, the Emilia-Romagna Regional Council has
approved a specific action specifically dedicated to promoting the development of networks
among local enterprises44.

This threat is accompanied by several strategic choices made by the international car
groups which have over the last few years acquired prestigious local focal firms and that go in
the direction of the impoverishment of the region's sub-supply system. As a matter of fact, in
some cases, although the industrial investments towards the acquired company  have an
enormous quantitative and qualitative profile, economies of scale on the production
acquisitions make convenient the supply of a unit, in order to obtain an lower unitary cost.
Once again this shifts the supply away from the local territory towards new pastures.

The challenge is, in any case, that of raising the level of the specialist and qualified
competencies of the local motor-engineering system, so that the capacity to attract foreign
capital by the territory is matched, conversely, by a growing capacity for the internalisation of
the local motor-engineering sector, whose local sub-supply system represents the backbone.

STRATEGIC NETWORKS AND SYSTEM ACTIONS, PATHWAYS FOR THE
QUALIFICATION OF THE REGIONAL SUB-SUPPLIER SYSTEM45

The by now classic theories on the advanced relationship between supplier-client
assert that the shift from many small, 'simple' suppliers, perhaps even easily replaceable with
units from inside the company, to a few suppliers of complex sub-systems and even unique,
significantly increases the bargaining power of the 'strategic' suppliers, being 'unique', the risk
that they will behave opportunistically, the loss of the capacity to oversee the 'critical' phases
and competencies on the part of the end-company.

Hence, the high costs of coordination (and partly of production and warehousing)
kicked out from the doorway can get back in through the window in terms of cost of
bargaining, control and litigation.

                                                
44 Cfr. Three-year plan of the Productive Activities Committee of the Emilia-Romagna region (1999-

2001), axis 1: support to investment projects for innovation and competitiveness, measure 1.2: quality projects
and organisational innovation: regional quality plan. In particular, as concerns the action regarding the
interventions for the creation of company networks, the objectives and the object of the intervention are summed
up as follows: within the framework of the Regional Quality Plan the Region supports projects for company
networks, understood as aggregations between SMEs set up with the purpose of  co-makership or as supplier
networks: the projects provide for the achievement of objectives such as: the pursuit of the best productive
capacities, the realisation of common services activities for the activities and the upgrading of the network.

45 Piercarlo Maggiolini, Milan Polytechnic, materials drawn from internal working documents regarding
a research project promoted by the Institute for Labour.
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The f act is  that the pr edicted tr ans formation fr om many simple inter changeable s uppliers 
to a f ew , complex and “str ategic” ones  pr es uppos es  an advancement fr om tr aditional mar ket
r elations to long- per iod par tners hip r elations , only for mally of a “mar ket” kind, mor e often
bas ed on r elations  of  trus t, co-investment and s har ed interes ts  built up over time, not
inf requently accompanied by activities  of  co- des ign and co-maker s hip adequately
inf ras tr uctur ed by information systems  both f or the oper ative management and f or  the exchange
and s har ing of the know ledge and by adequate ins tr uments  f or  planning and control.

In the case in which, as is not unusual, this system is not interpreted with a rationale
addressed to defining long-term models of a progressive kind, rather than short-term and
addressed to 'skimming off' the task of managing and coordinating the activities towards first-
level suppliers who at that point might not be able to do the same thing towards the other
suppliers of the successive levels, the network would be reconstituted by simply distributing
in another way the structural inefficiencies of the system as a whole.

The shor t-ter m orientation w hich characterises s ome of the end- producers on the one hand
and a local s upply system of ten incapable of producing, unless supplied by detailed specifications 
on the other, lead to the onset of major obstacles to the implementation of the str ategy of
reorganisation of the s ub-supply network according to the tiered rationale. As  a matter of fact, in
Emilia-Romagna:

Ø there is no market of  'big' suppliers  (producers-intermediaries) of well-organised
'groups';

Ø the “small suppliers” are unable to develop from third-party workings into
companies that take on the task of purchasing, planning and internal control. And
this as a result of tradition, poor managerial culture and inadequate size;

Ø the “small” suppliers often do not have any open-mindedness towards
“formalising” their processes to make them more transparent to the contractor.

Not unusually there are failures in relation to the qualitative standards requested by the
contractor from the sub-supplier network, also as a result of the need to start-up investments
in plant and competencies that are often hard to sustain. In this case they might be possible if
thought of for a broader market than the one offered by its regional network by each and
every contractor, or through processes of formalised co-investment46.
                                                

46 The case of the piston rod is emblematic. Five of the most important end producers in the motor-
engineering sector in Emilia-Romagna as a whole express a demand for piston rods that exceeds the figure of
1,200,000 units  pe r yea r. The a bs enc e in the region of a  s upply of pis ton rods  w hic h is up to the qua ntita tive  and the 
qua litative  s ta nda rds  s et by the de mand, me ans  tha t a  s ignifica nt pa rt of the orders a re  de toure d tow ards  supplie rs 
from outside the  region. A  pathwa y integrating the  de ma nd for pis ton rods  e xpres s ed by the  end c ompa nie s might
a llow  for the  a c hieve me nt of e c onomies  of s ca le and s cope suc h as  to fa cilitate the  s e tting up of spe cialise d s ub-
s uppliers c apable of producing piston rods at compe titive price s, with high le ve ls of diffe re ntiation a nd an
a utonomous  innovative  c apa city. This  w ould be  all to the  a dva ntage  of the  c ontra c tors , the  sub-s upplier s ystem, the 
upgra ding of la bour a nd the spe cialise d c ompe tencie s in the s ec tor. All of this might not how eve r come about
w ithin the  sc ope  of a  pure ly ma rket ra tiona le , but should imply the pa rticipation of a ll thos e a ctors  tha t have  s ome 
intere st in the  ma tte r, re sulting from the la ying dow n of a 'complex' proje c t. The ca s e of the pis ton rod re pre se nts  a n
e xa mple which is  not unus ual. Indee d, within the  re giona l motor-e ngine e ring se ctor alone , the  poss ible are as  of
integration betw ee n produc ers of engines , motor-bikes , motor-cycle s and c ars  rega rds a  large va rie ty of c ompone nts
a nd s e mi-finishe d artic le s  s uc h a s the  he ad, pis tons and s egments , valves , flywhe els, ra dia tors , batterie s , exhaust
pipes , tanks, s a ddle s  a nd se ats , ins trume nts panels , he a dlamps, forks, suspe ns ions, w hee ls , tyre s, w iring, bra king
s ys te ms, flange s , pumps  a nd indic ators , only to me ntion but a  few .
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The problem is that the practice of “informal” cooperation has consolidated the idea
that cooperation develops through practices that do not necessarily require long-term
investments. Today this is no longer the case; not taking it into account represents a tangible
risk.

If the co-makership instrument is often an academic concept which is shared but not
widely applied in actual fact, the practices of co-design, if they exist, are purely informal.

Possible intervention addressed to the qualification and development of the sub-
supplier system in Emilia-Romagna should thus hinge upon:

Ø development and certification of the suppliers' quality system, even by means of
the formal network certification;

Ø development of the suppliers' project competencies;
Ø managerial development of the supplier (shift from licensee work to own work,

autonomous management of the purchase of materials etc.);
Ø development of horizontal networks between the suppliers in order to:

a. foster the exchange of technical know-how and/management skills;
b. increase the volume and/or the competencies of the supplier, so that the

latter may supply units or complex sub-systems;

Ø start-up of possible integration interventions of integration client-supplier aimed
at:

a. developing methodologies and processes of co-design;
b. developing joint management modalities of knowledge within an inter-

organisational rationale;
c. defining procedures and protocols for the exchange of information;
d. developing pathways for operative integration (programming the

production, deliveries, quality standards, etc.);
e. developing pathways for technological integration (methods for joint

design);
f. developing pathways for information technology integration  (possible

development of a business-to-business platform for the exchange of orders, information,
specifications via the internet);

g. developing strategies and instruments for the long-term management of
relations with the suppliers (Vendor Rating system, measurement and control of the
performances, forms of agreement/contract);

h. introducing instruments for cooperative synchronous distance working
(Computer-supported co-operative work).

THE OUTLINING OF TWO STRATEGIC CONFIGURATIONS AND THE
CONSEQUENCES FOR THE TERRITORY

The virtuous equilibrium which was established between the end of the 1960s and the
early 1980s was based on a dual regulation of conflicts: one social and the other economic.
The social one was translated into a contextual growth of company productivity and
profitability, on the one hand, and the conditions of life and work of the majority of the
working class. I say the majority because it shouldn't be forgotten that the phenomena of
structural flexibility of the system  rested on a base, even if a minority one, of sub-regulation,
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which never completely disappeared even in the golden years. The economic one in the well-
known melange of cooperation and competition, typical of the districts. This equilibrium
could exist thanks to a picture of reference given by the strong local governments, well-rooted
and, as the Americans would say, visionaries, i.e. the frameworks of reference. The model has
been so successful as to have two joint effects: a) the first is that it has been thought that the
model was self-sufficient both in the institutional and the economic sense of the term. In the
current debate this self-sufficiency has been translated into the theory of the dynamic
transformation of an exclusively or largely endogenous kind, thus asking the institutions to
increasingly regulate only the access to the resources, believing that, that having been
guaranteed, the actors in the field had all the necessary results at their disposal in their set of
historically selected capacities. Since the 1980s this demand has increasingly been married
with a cultural framework of reference of a neo-liberalist kind: less State and less institutional
intervention; b) the second is indeed the strategic blindness that may derive from the self-
referentially of a successful model that has to come to terms with external adjustments
absolutely out of the context in regard to its elements of prevalent evaluation.

A consequence, almost a corollary of what has already been said, is the almost
exclusive emphasis, for a considerable length of time, placed upon the process innovation and
upon being at the leading edge of the sector's technology or the filière of reference.

All of this has clashed with the processes of internationalisation and then
globalisation. In particular, the process of globalisation, unlike that of internationalisation, is
not based on a simple homogenisation and delocation of the productive activities in the world
but tends to sum up, under a global control, the existing diversities, both in the sense of what
is typical of an area and in the sense of the cost differences and resource valorisation. It is no
coincidence then that the shopping has started for the medium and even the small companies,
as well as for the company networks. What counts for the buyer  is controlling a whole class
of variety.

Indeed, by so doing a value chain is controlled, one which is not just longer but also
broader and, do forgive the expression, denser. This has two advantages, one in terms of
profitability and the other in terms of division of labour and market extension.

In terms of profitability, the construction of world networks, or in any case dominating
a large geographical area, and strongly articulated on the inside, guarantees the advantage of
controlling both the market and a significant part of the productive chain and thus every
possible innovative process, which allows for, if you like, the raking up of the whole added
value produced by all the chain, paying all the rings of the preceding chain at the lowest
possible level. There is no future for companies only involved in manufacturing delegating to
others the control of the functions of market relations and the innovation process.

In terms of relationship between division of labour and market extension it appears
evident that such a broad control of the market and thus such a large extension allows to make
high profitable the activities that represent global niches; to some extent, under the command
of these groups, the division of social and international labour tend to coincide with that of the
factory. This is diametrically opposite to international cooperation.
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This activity of shopping around, superimposed upon a situation such as ours, breaks
the preceding relationships and introduces, in a completely exogenous way, (i.e. externally)
competitive rationales that are still based in the territory, but considered as a prey and stripped
of the activities that are of the free-rider kind. These competitive and organisational rationale
tend to colonise the surrounding space.

Moreover, if we want to control the value chain, and be able to divide up the value
produced, we cannot not control the strategic functions that are today decisive both to reach
the market (strategic market, finance, logistics) and in order to have an innovative product
capacity and a reduction in their market access times (reorganisation of the relationship
between planning design and manufacturing, according to the patterns of concurrent
engineering). This implies a profound reorganisation of the manufacturing process itself
which, in turn, implies a profoundly changed relationship with work.

Does this mean, as many people think, that a territory made up of small and medium
enterprises has no future?

On the contrary, as concrete examples demonstrate, forms of business can be
constructed - business networks - both around a dominant company and on equal-standing
bases - that create these strategic functions with a function of integration of the preceding
activities based on the manufacturing know-how competencies. Moreover, they can also
construct long networks, i.e. networks that encompass very distant territorial realities, on the
basis of cooperation and knowledge and technology transfer. The information computer-based
technologies may allow, depending on the system of rules and the concrete design of the
telematic networks, both the solution of long networks aimed at free riding and the long
networks based on a mix between cooperation and competition.

It is evident that either of the choices would involve extremely different consequences
for work. One needs it to be valorised diffusely, and the other bears a social polarisation
between a limited group of specialists and  a mass of temporary workers. One of them,
applied to this region implies a dramatic break-up of every form of social cohesion and a
general regression in the living conditions for the majority of people. The other one needs to
thoroughly exploit the opportunities spinning off from diffuse knowledge.

The discriminating factor between the two transformation pathways does not depend
on the market mechanisms and cannot be entrusted to the traditionally diffuse competencies.
It calls for a project, with a strong governmental role, and a different dialectical approach
from the social partners, based upon strong planning. Moreover, this calls for the creation of
specific policies with the creation of a new class of public goods that are no longer just Adam
Smith's bridges and roads, but their modern-day equivalent.
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WEBGRAPHY

Web sites of the major motor engineering companies in the region and their related
controlling groups:

http://www.lamborghini.com/
http://www.ducati.com/it/heritage/history.jhtml
http://www.texaspacific.com/
http://www.waterfund.com/tpg.htm
http://www.malagutimoto.it/index_i.htm
http://www.malagutimoto.it/it/azienda.htm
http://www.annovireverberi.it/
http://www.ducatocompany.it/aziende.asp?id=72
http://www.evobus.com
http://www.goldoni.it
http://www.goldoni.it/azienda.htm
http://www.goldoni.it/storia.htm
http://www.newholland.com/
http://www.landini.it
http://www.landini.it/ita/az_dati.htm
http://www.lombardini.it/
http://www.lombardini.it/Database/lombardini/lombardini.nsf/italiano.htm
http://www.astraspa.com/im_aziend.htm
http://www.iveco.com/hp.asp
http://www.detroitdiesel.com/welcome.htm
http://www.daimlerchrysler.com/
http://www.division.com/italy/profiles/new_holland.htm
http://www.fiatgroup.com/
http://www.fiatgroup.com/it/gruppof/if1gruppof.htm
http://www.fiatgroup.com/it/gruppof/if5gruppof.htm
http://www.astraspa.com/
http://www.astraspa.com/im_aziend.htm
http://www.emak.it/
http://www.emak.it/numeri.htm
http://www.mark-iv.com/
http://www.bcpartners.com/


